Hiking Trails & Scenic Views

MAP LEGEND:
- **MAINE ROAD** 2.7 miles—Easy
  - Follows ski trails and work roads along the base of three peaks.
- **LOLLAPALOOZA** 1.2 miles—Difficult
  - Follows the Lollapalooza ski trail to the summit of Jordan Bowl.
- **SENSATION** 0.3 miles—Easy
  - Connects from the Peak Lodge on the Backside and Polaris ski trails.
- **EVERGREEN RIDGE** 0.3 miles—Easy
  - Double track walking path in a shady evergreen forest starting sidestop of the Grand Summit Hotel.
- **SUMMIT TRAVERSE** 2.0 miles—Moderate
  - Follows Three Mile Trail to additional ski trails and single tracks across three peaks.
- **ROADRUNNER** 1.4 miles—Moderate
  - Follows work roads on ski trails between the Summit Hotel and South Ridge.
- **SOUTH RIDGE LOOP** 0.4 miles—Easy
  - Follows a work road under the Chondola then returns via Maine Road for ski trails.
- **KIDS' ADVENTURE TRAIL** 0.4 miles—Moderate
  - Winds through the woods along the Dream Maker ski trail and passes by Edby's Yetti house. Best accessed via Backside.
- **SUMMIT HOTEL LOOP** 1.4 miles—Easy
  - A loop trail following a path through the woods uphill from the Summit Hotel.
- **WHITE CAP SUMMIT** 0.9 miles—Difficult
  - A steep trail through the forest, uphill from the Summit Hotel.
- **WESTERN TRAVERSE** 2.2 miles—Moderate
  - Multiple scenic stops along traverse of four peaks.
- **OZ SUMMIT** 0.3 miles—Moderate
  - Access the top of Oz for a scenic view.
- **SPRUCE CLIFFS** 0.5 miles—Difficult
  - Travel across Spruce Peak to the Summit Traverse.

SCENIC VIEW

Please note some trails may be redirected over the course of the season. It is important to follow trail markings and signage at all times.

- **Easy**: Limited flats, steady inclines
- **Moderate**: Steeper inclines/declines and challenging terrain, such as loose ground
- **Difficult**: Steepest inclines and the most challenging terrain

Chondola: The Chondola offers uphill and downhill lift service between South Ridge Lodge and the Peak Lodge. Tickets are required to ride the lift.